Nose
Job!

I have been in love with the look of
aluminium spinners on aircraft for as
long as I can remember. To me it just
looks right—plus there are other advantages. Here are the pros:
r $POTJTUFOUXFJHIUEJTUSJCVUJPO UIVT
is less likely to cause balance issues.
r /PJTTVFTXJUIIPMFFMPOHBUJPOEVSJOH
annual removal and inspection cycles.
r $BO CF QPMJTIFE UP BDIJFWF UIBU
shiny finish.
r "DDVSBUFQSPQĔBOHFDVUPVUT
r 'MBOHFTBSFĔBSFEUPJODSFBTFTUSFOHUI
r /PQJOIPMFT
r -PPLTHSFBU
r $BOBMTPCFQBJOUFEJGEFTJSFE #VU
why would you want to?)
"OEIFSFBSFUIFDPOT
r 4MJHIUMZ IFBWJFS UIBO B đCFSHMBTT
spinner.
r 3FRVJSFTNPSFDBSFXIFOJOTUBMMJOH
as mistakes cannot be repaired like
they can with fiberglass.

Adding an
aluminium
spinner to
an RV-7.
BY EDDIE SEVE
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*O  XIJMF * XBT TUJMM ĔZJOH B
;FOJUI9- # XJUIB+BCJSVDZMJOEFSFOHJOF *QVSDIBTFENZđSTUTQJOOFS
GPS NZ UXPCMBEF +BCJSV XPPEFO QSPQ
GSPN "MMBO #BSUPO BU $VNNJOT 4QJOOFST"GFXZFBSTMBUFS XIFO*VQHSBEFE
to a three-blade carbon-fiber Petroni
QSPQGPSUIF;FOJUI *JNNFEJBUFMZDPOUBDUFE "MMBO BOE BTLFE IJN UP TVQQMZ
me with a new spinner to suit. He even
offered to sell the old spinner for me.
8IFO * TUBSUFE CVJMEJOH NZ 37 
UIFSFXBTOFWFSBOZRVFTUJPOJONZNJOE
about what was going to be on its nose—
it had to be a polished aluminium spinner. The only thing stopping me was at
UIFUJNF $VNNJOTEJEOPUIBWFBTQJOOFSGPSBđYFEQJUDI4FOTFOJDIQSPQ4P
FBDI ZFBS XIJMF * XBT CVJMEJOH UIF 37
BOETUJMMĔZJOHNZ;FOJUIUPBJSTIPXT 
* XPVME ESPQ CZ BOE WJTJU "MMBO BU IJT
stand and ask him how he was progressing with the development of my spinOFS:FBSBĕFSZFBS IFHBWFNFUIFTBNF
BOTXFSi/P OPUZFUu"OETPXFDPOUJOued to play our little game.
&WFOUVBMMZ JO   BĕFS GPVS ZFBST
BOE UXP NPOUIT PG CVJMEJOH  NZ 37
XBTVQBOEĔZJOH*UTQPSUFE7BOTTUBOEBSE đCFSHMBTT TQJOOFS  XIJDI MPPLFE
www.kitplanes.com & www.facebook.com/kitplanes

HPPE  CVU UP NF  OPU BOZXIFSF OFBS BT
good as a polished aluminum spinner.
)PXFWFS &BTUFSPGXPVMECFNZ
UVSOJOHQPJOUăJTUJNF"MMBOTVSQSJTFE
me by asking if I would like to volunteer
UPUFTUBOFX4FOTFOJDITQJOOFSGPSUIFN
.Z SFTQPOTF XBT  i8IFO EP ZPV XBOU
NFJO#FOEJHP u
i.POEBZ XPVME CF đOF u TBJE "MMBO
"OEUIBUTIPXJUQMBZFEPVU*UXBT&BTUFS
'SJEBZXIFONZCMVĈXBTDBMMFE TPBMM*
IBE UP EP XBT DPOWJODF NZ XJGF "OOF
Marie to let me go out again to play.
$VNNJOT4QJOOFSTJTMPDBUFESJHIUBU
the airport making it very convenient for
us pesky customers to drop by. To cut a
MPOHTUPSZTIPSU*ĔFXJOUP#FOEJHP"JSQPSU.POEBZBĕFSOPPO QBSLFEUIF37
JO"MMBOTIBOHBS BOEXFCFHBOUIFQSPcess of fitting a new spinner.
1. 3FNPWF UIF PME TQJOOFS  GSPOU QMBUF 
QSPQ CBDLQMBUF BOETQBDFS SFNFNCFSing to mark everything for orientation.
The old spinner and its front and back
QMBUFTDBOCFTFUBTJEFUIFTFQBSUTDBOU
be reused because it is too difficult to
measure and mark the locations of the
holes that have been previously drilled.
Place the entire assembly on a bench
in preparation for marking and drilling
the new spinner and back plates. Use
UBQFUPNBSLUIFPSJFOUBUJPOPGUIFQSPQ 
TQBDFS GSPOU BOECBDLQMBUFT

2. Mark the inside of the aluminium
spinner with a sharpie to indicate its orientation relative to the prop.

5. Use enough washers to raise the bolt
IFBET NBLJOHUIFNMFWFMXJUIUIFĔBOHF
of the rear back plate.

3.$VUUIFFOETPĈTPNFIBSEXBSFTUPSF
bolts to use as locating pins in place of
the prop spacer. Use enough washers to
ensure that the back plate is not compressed when the prop is placed on the
back plate. You can also use wooden
spacers to properly support the back
QMBUFăJTTUFQJTFYUSFNFMZJNQPSUBOU
The back plate must be fully supported
BOE TJUUJOH ĔBU UP TUPQ UIF CBDL QMBUF
edges from spreading and causing an
issue with the position of the mounting
holes in the back plate.

6. Use tape on the backside of the
back plate to hold the bolts in position. The second photo shows the
front side of the back plate with the
locating bolts inserted.

4. Position the prop face down and
locate the back plate using the tape
that was previously applied to ensure
DPSSFDU PSJFOUBUJPO /FYU  JOTFSU UIF
locating bolts.

Photos: Eddie Seve

7. 'MJQUIFFOUJSFBTTFNCMZSJHIUTJEFVQ
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Cummins Spinners
Cummins Spinners was found in 1995 by
Dave Berry and was located in Wollongong, New South Wales, Australia. The
operation initially focused on providing
spinners to the Australian ultralight
aircraft market only. Spinners where
initially spun from aluminium sheet
using wooden dies.
The business was purchased by
Allan Barton in 2000 and transferred
to Bendigo, Victoria after a handover
and training period. One of the first
steps in revamping the business was
the gradual replacement of the wooden
spinner dies as they started to crack
and fail from heavy use. The dies were
replaced with CNC-machined steel dies,
which allowed for the production of
spinners that where more consistent in
radius, shape and size.
Cummins started to expand and
began supplying spinners to the Australian, British, European, and American
ultralight/Experimental/LSA market for
aircraft using engines up to 100 hp. In
2005, sample spinners were made for the
Jabiru engine used in Arion Lightning
aircraft. These were sent to Jabiru USA in
an attempt to generate more business.
Jabiru USA was so impressed with the
quality of the Cummins spinners, that
they are now listed as an option in the
standard Lightning firewall-forward kit.
In 2011 Cummins began to develop
a 13-inch spinner for Hartzell blended
airfoil propellers, and the first spinner was sold in late 2012. In early 2013
development began on a 13-inch spinner
for Sensenich Fixed pitch propellers; that
spinner was released for sale in June
2014. Currently in development are spinners for Catto propellers and Sensenich
ground-adjustable propellers.
Cummins Spinners continues to grow
slowly as Allan believes that he cannot
release a product into the market until
it has a proven track record. While this
may be frustrating for some people, at
the end of the day delivering a quality
product, reliable service, and maintaining a great reputation is what is
important to Allan.
—E.S.
8
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8. 'BTUFOUIFBQQSPQSJBUFUFNQMBUFUPB
piece of plywood or particle board that
you have drilled to suit your propeller
bolt pattern. The template will be used
to mark the position of the holes that
will be drilled to install nutplates on the
front and back plates of the spinner.

9. Install the spinner front plate using
UXP IBSEXBSFTUPSF CPMUT  XIJDI BSF
long enough to bolt the entire assembly
UPHFUIFS QSPQFMMFS  GSPOU QMBUF  CBDL
plate and ply wood template).

10. $MBNQ UIF UISPVHI CPMUT IPMEJOH
the prop and spinner front and back
plates into a vise using wooden blocks.

11. Determine the center of the front
QMBUFĔBOHFVTJOHBUSJBOHMF6TFNBTLJOH
tape to mark the center point on the triangle as shown—this will be used later.
5PFOTVSFZPVSNFBTVSFNFOUTBSFTRVBSF
UPUIFTQJOOFSDPOF UIFCPUUPNPGUIFUSJangle needs to line up on one of the perpendicular lines drawn on the supplied
UFNQMBUF SFEMJOFTJOUIFQJDUVSF 

12. Measure the center point of the
back plate face and make a marking tool
with a slot filed at the height of the center point. This tool will allow accurate
marking of the drilling points for the
back plate.

www.kitplanes.com & www.facebook.com/kitplanes

17. Once the spinner has been drilled to
BOEFBDIIPMFTFDVSFEXJUIB$MFDP 
FOMBSHFFBDIIPMFPOFBUBUJNFGPSTDSFXT
using an appropriately sized drill bit. Use
$MFDPFTUPNBJOUBJOQSPQFSBMJHONFOU

13. Place the spinner over the assembly
UIBU ZPV IBWF DMBNQFE JOUP UIF WJTF 
and align the spinner cutouts to ensure
FRVBMTQBDJOHBSPVOEUIFQSPQFMMFS6TF
a ratchet strap placed around the spinner and vise to firmly clamp the spinner
into position so that it does not move
when drilling.

15. Use a suitable tool to make an indent
for each hole; this ensures that your drill
CJUEPFTOPUXBOEFS*NQPSUBOU%POPU
use an automatic center punch as this
could damage the cone.
18. #FGPSF EJTBTTFNCMJOH UIF TQJOOFS 
check once again that you have marked
UIFTQJOOFS QSPQ GSPOUQMBUF BOECBDL
plate to ensure correct orientation for
SFBTTFNCMZ 3FQMBDF BOZ NBTLJOH UBQF
VTFEFBSMJFSXJUIBCMBDL4IBSQJFNBSL

14. Mark the top and bottom of the
spinner with the center point measurements of the front and back plates taken
earlier. If the ratchet strap stops you
GSPNNBSLJOHBOZPGUIFIPMFT ESJMMBOE
$MFDPUIFIPMFTUIBUBSFBDDFTTJCMFCFGPSF
moving the ratchet strap to mark and
drill the remaining holes.

16. Drill only the front plate at this
TUBHF BEEJOH$MFDPFTBTZPVHPUPFOTVSF
no movement. Once the front plate has
CFFO ESJMMFE BOE $MFDPFE  NPWF POUP
ESJMMJOHUIFCBDLQMBUF"MMIPMFTTIPVME
be drilled to 3/32JODI QJMPUIPMFT BU
this stage.
19. 'PMMPXTUBOEBSEBJSDSBĕDPOTUSVDUJPO
UFDIOJRVFT BOE FOTVSF UIBU BMM IPMFT BSF
properly deburred before installing nutplates. Install nutplates at each hole location
using the countersunk rivets provided.
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20. 0ODFZPVIBWFJOTUBMMFEUIFOVUQMBUFT JUTUJNF
to think about polishing. The polishing machine
UIBU $VNNJOT 4QJOOFST VTFT JT BO JODI CFODI
HSJOEFSăFđSTUQPMJTIJOHXIFFMJTTUJUDIFEDPUUPO 
Y JODI 6TF CSPXOUSJQPMJ CBS QPMJTIJOH DPNQPVOEăFTFDPOEXIFFMJTMPPTFDBMJDPYJODI
Use green/stainless steel buffing compound. The
đOBMDMFBOJTEPOFCZIBOEXJUI4JMWPTJMWFSQPMJTI
ăFQIPUPTIPXTUIFBVUIPSMFBSOJOHUPQPMJTI 
being very careful not to let the wheel catch the
edge of the spinner and throw it across the room.

Cummins on a Hartzell
While Eddie Seve has given you a step-by-step example of installing a new Cummins spinner on his fixed-pitch project, we took a
shortcut and installed the pre-cut constant speed version on our
Hartzell-equipped RV-6. Anyone who has installed a standard Van’s
RV spinner knows the work it takes to cut the slots for the propeller
blades in the blank fiberglass. Well, retrofitting the aluminum version (with the blade slots already cut and rounded over) is a piece
of cake.
Many who go this route might need (or want) to replace the aft
bulkhead, but ours clocked perfectly straight, and had no cracks or
damage—so we simply marked the new dome for the existing holes
and drilled the soft aluminum to match. We’d recommend very careful
measurements and drilling the initial holes undersized to make sure
they are centered. Installing a new bulkhead would be similar to the
process shown in the main article for the fixed-pitch installation and
would add several hours to the task, including removing and replacing
the prop.
A new forward bulkhead was included in the kit, and it fit perfectly
snug when the rear of the dome was even with the rear of the back
plate—the tolerances of the kit are amazing. While it is tempting to
use the old Van’s bulkhead to save work, this is not a good idea; the
angles of the flange are different with this dome. Besides, it was easy
to install. Careful measurement gave us the position of the holes in the

The finished job—it took
about three hours of work to
mount this on the existing rear
bulkhead. It would take a few
more hours if you needed a
new rear plate.
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The new forward bulkhead is
pre-drilled for the hub mounting screws. Measuring and
drilling the flange for nutplates
was fairly simple. (Note that the
bolts were not yet safetied in
this picture.)

The finished job—it took about three hours of work to mount this
on the existing rear bulkhead. It would take a few more hours if you
needed a new rear plate.

forward bulkhead, it took about ten minutes to install nutplates, and
everything was assembled and ready to run. I stood outside while my
wife (and owner of the RV-6) Louise ran it up, and there was no movement of the nose at all—the alignment was perfect.
It’s not yet polished in these shots, and that will add some time to
the job, but it installed with just a couple of hour’s work. If you want to
go with an aluminum spinner instead of glass, this one fits and installs
perfectly. And no pinholes to fill!
—Paul Dye

Cleco clamps were used to
hold the dome in place while
marking locations for the screw
holes.

Booted Clecoes prevent
scratching the nice new
spun-aluminum dome during
installation.

www.kitplanes.com & www.facebook.com/kitplanes

21."ĕFSUXPIPVSTPGQPMJTIJOH IFSF
JTUIFđOJTIFEQSPEVDU SFBEZGPSJOTUBMMBUJPOPOUIFBVUIPST37

22. 3FBTTFNCMF UIF QSPQ TQBDFS  CBDL
QMBUF QSPQ BOEGSPOUQMBUF 3FNFNCFS
UPUPSRVFUIFCPMUTUPUIFDPSSFDUTFUUJOH
and apply safety wire.

23. "UUBDIUIFTQJOOFSBOEZPVSFSFBEZ
UPĔZ!
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